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The fundamental view that machines should not be 
considered as a challenge to humanity but, like 
McLuhan predicted, as an extension of ourselves Is 
the basic philosophy when becoming involved with 
technology. 

A technology which 'functions' has to be integrated 
in our lives like a physical extension - a necessity of 
our body and our mind. We are living now in an era of 
enormous technological transitions, where so many 
misunderstandings in human machine relationships 
are created by lack of knowledge and the categori
cal refusal to learn by most individuals. A quasi 
mystical fear of an incomprehensible technology is 
still omnipresent. 

Breakthroughs in human development are always 
accompanied by radical changes of attitude towards 
the so-called human values. It is, for example, from 
a practical (and philosophical) point of view evident 
that one should simply be ready to leave the most 
possible part of a work to a machine when it beco
mes clear that in thiS way the desired solution may 
be bet~er and more' reliably achieved. It is also true 
that human thought can be 'amplified' by machines, 
raising our consciousness to a higher level of 
comprehension. 

To apply methods of this kind in science is obvious, 
and generally considered as basic. To use similar 
methods In aesthetical research is, in my opinion, a 
possible and nevertheless historical consequence. 
Aesthetlcal research runs, for this paint at least, 
parallel to scientific research and together they 
make our human developments more comprehen
sible. 
In this context I consider the computer as a legiti
mate amplifier for our intellectual and visual 
experiences. 

Through detailed programming analysis. one is able 
to visualize logical and abstract models of human 
thinking, which lead deep into the understanding of 
creative processing. Creative processes are mental 
processes having a priori an associative character, 
where associations are defined as interactions 
and/or transversal connections (Querverbindungen) 
of thoughts in a Time-Space neighbourhood reaHtion-
ship. Unifying those divergent or intersecting data p 128 $phereless 50 x 50 em 
from memory in order to form new meanings Is 
called imagInation or the facility of creating free 
associations. Most adults have been taught to think 
in a way which does not allow them to play with free 
associations. This 'cliche' thinking of so many people 
is radically opposed to imaginative thinking. To 
create new an perhaps Important aesthetical Infor
mation, it is necessary to operate with free 
associations. This does not necessarily involve a 
talent, but a training which has to be practised. 
A computer, however, is (at least until today) not 
able to process in an associative way, even though it 
is a self-supervising machine. The computer is not 
conscious of what it is doing and can only execute 
orders from outside: from l.!s! That means: a com
puter itself cannot create or invent anything. 

We do not have to ask: what can the computer do?, 
but reverse the question by asking ourselves: what 
do we want to do? and then consider whether the 
help of a machine could be useful for our purpose. 
If the answer is positive. we have to find ways of 
asking the machine the right questions in order to 
get reasonable results, amplifying our thoughts and 
intentions. Proceeding in this way Is an important 
step towards a systematic approach of aesthetical 
problems. Abraham Moles once said: ~La machine 
ne pense pas, elle nous fait penser. ~ 

There are several ways of approaching the 
computer for this purpose: 

1 A visual·concrete procedure. 
An existing visual image is dissected into its basic 
elements. Each element can represent an algorithm. 
One can operate in various ways with these ele
ments. The experience is: visual image -+- process -+
visual image. 

2 A statistical-flexible procedure. 
An existing or invented abstract logic is the basic 
algorithm and no visual image, or only a vague one, 
can be predicted. The importance of this approach 
lies in the applied rules, which are, at least in their 
conception, a new way of approaching a visual 
experience. The experience is: abstract logic -+-
visual image. 

p 82 Polystable 50 x 50 em 
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Statistical-flexible procedures deviate into two 
distinct directions: 
a) 1'he visualisation of mathematical formulas. 
Without doubt very Interesting reaults can appear 
which have never been seen before. For long-term 
artistic Interest however, the resulting aesthetical 
Information of a mathematical formula Is in Itself 
limited and therefore a cloaed system. 
b) The research to find or Invent Individual rules as 
a means of artistic expression. 
The Individual Impact of human behaviour, filtered 
and reformed through the Inherent peculiarities of a 
computer, will lead directly to an interesting and 
overall coherent open system. Of course mathe
matics are used, but In this case only 8S a 
technical help, and not as the sale purpose. 
The logical construction of a programming language 
forces us, on the one hand, to concentrate with an 
almost maniacal precision of formulation (the 
Instructions). but opens, on the other hand, new 
dimensions for a wider and statistical thinking. 
New operation models appear: 
- Precision as part of aesthetical expreSSion . 
• High speed of execution and therefore multiplicity 
and comparativlty of the works. 
- The fact that hundreds of Imposed orders and 
statistical considerations can be easily carried out 
by a computer instead of by the human mind, which 
Is Incapable of retainIng them over a period of time, 
for example during plotting time (calculation time). 
- The continuous feedback during a man· machine 
dialogue Involves a learning process on the side of 
the human being, resulting in a clearer Image of the 
creator's thinking and intentions. 
Properties of this kind form a conceptual basis that 
shows a rigorous attitude in dealing with aesthetical 
problems. 
The dialogue with the computer implies also that 
results (graphics, etc.) and their visual expression 
have to be judged under completely new aspects. It 
is evident that one should not create single forms 
and judge' them by a traditional and subjective 
aesthetic, but build sets of form where the basic 
parameters are relationships between forms with no 
aesthetlcal value associated to any particular form 
In the set. It Is pOSSible within this context to Ignore 
the former 'good' and 'bad', now allowing aesthetical 
declslona to be based on statistical and 'wertfrele' 
procedures, where the totality represents a quality 
of a quantity. 
This procedure may lead to different and perheps 
more Interesting anawers, lying of course outside 
one's normal behaviour but not outside the Imposed 
logic. The above postulated conception becomes 
part of a conditioned aesthetlcal Information. 
Computer-aided art Is too young a phenomenon 
for one to foresee all Its Influence on the arts. It Is 
most probable that the Importance of an art thus 
created might lie essentially In Its subtle and ratlgneJ 
way of proceeding, which means that not only the 
'what' but also the 'how' of the change will have 
fundamental conaequences for the future. 
The world will not be changed from the outside but 
from the Inside and aesthetlcal deciaions will be 
more and more based on knowledge rather than on 
Irrelevance. The shift from uncontrollable meta
physics to a systematiC and loglcel constructivism 
may well be the sign of tomorrow. 

Manfred Mohr 

N4I Ie Bluin 1938 III pforzhelm/Allemagne 
Etudes III Ie Kunst- und Werkschule pforzhelm 
Etudes de muslque (sax. tenor, hautbois) 
Etudes en mathematiqu8s et Informetlque 

Leureet de la 10eme Biennale, Ljubljana 1973 et 
World Print Competition 73, San FrancIsco 
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Cp'tFI~T 
GMJART4 is a FORTRAN IV version of a computer 
language, ART I, devised by Professor Williams at the 
University of New Mexico. Katharine Nash, Professor 
of Art at the University of Minnesota uses this pro
gram to teach design students to make simple graphics. 

~~J\~Rte.~ 
DeAnza College, Cupertino, Calif., obtained the Nash
Williams version. Greg Mushial, a data process 
major, rewrote the program in FORTRAN IV in a 
Special Projects in Art Class, Spring of 1974, under 
the direction of Lillian Quirke, Instructor . 
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Sharon Boysel, Rectangle No. I, June 1974 

Ken Hann, Line Drawing No. 1, June 1974. End of job program deck. 
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, , DO YOU REMEMBER INCHWORM FROM 
PAST ISSUES?? IF YOU DO YOU HAVE A 

• -. -. • • • -. -. • • • -. -. • • 

DATA 

to computer 

// JOB ART 4QY 60 ADMIN 

PROGRAM DECK TITLE CARD 
Tells thai this is an art class.£rinlout. Gives.priority 
to running design which may use 12 overprints for 
dark of the 21 grey scale. 3 to 6 minutes to run design. 

• GOOD IDEA HOW GMJART4 WORKS . 

• iU.I ... I~~~ c~-rep~;sen~-one line to be printed 
in either a horizontal or vertical or diagonal 
direction. 
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BOB FLEGAL 
XEROX PALO ALTO RESEARCH CENTER 

3180 Porter Drive Palo Alto,Ca. 
, would 11/(9 to discuss and show ill few 

examples of a type of ·computer art· that myself and fJ few friends 
have been doing for approximately the last yeaf. 

, shall begin with III brief description of our tools. We htWe 
fJ mlnl-computeT.a graphical tablet,a large memory tha' can 
store one stand6rd color tv picture 
(called the ·plcture memory·').8 25 Inch color Iv and .. "pen" 
wlfh which to manually construct the Image part 

nz~~ti - com}uee.1,. 

~ 
.. 

,-
calk C 

J'iceate .... -, .... ~ .. 
?nentDt? 

r , 
~ 

The basic Idea behind our technIque Is to "palnt" " 

1 
Co". 

..J 

picture Into the picture memory and hence on to the Iv screen and 
then using the computer 8S an aid we modify the picture In various 
ways. An example will help clarify what I mean. 

6 

To create a preliminary sketch 
of the anticipated picture the 
pen Is first touched to the 
surface of the graphical tablet. 
At a rapid rate the tablet senses 
the position of the pen 
IJttatched to It . 
This coorldlnate Information 
Is Immedlatly sent 
to the mini-computer which displays 
IJ dot on the tv screen which 
follows the motions of the pen 
as the art/st moves It around 
the tablet with his hand. 
When the pen Is pushed down on 
(he surface o( the lablet 
tile mini computer "draws" color 
Information Into the picture 
memory corresponding to the successive 
poslf/ons of the pen In motion. 
thus Icavlng a trail of 
"'nle" In the picture memory. 
Since the contents of the 
picture memory are displayed 
on the tv.the sleetch appetJrs 
on ·the televIsIon set. 

The simple sleetch Is then colored 
or shaded using a "palnt program. 
this program displays a palelte 
of colors and some brush shapes 
on the tv screen. With the aid 
of the tablet .the pen may be used 
as a "brush" by plcltlng up the brush 
shapes and dipping them Into the 
colors In the palette 
When the pen Is pushed down 
the brush shape and Its current 
color are "palnted" Into the 
picture memory thus causing 
corresponding colorform to dppear 
on the tv. 

1 

2 



7 
Many manipulations are po •• ,bl. 
ond I will describe more of them 
/elaf. With thl. picture 

I decided that by stripping out 
all of the red shade. and then 
blC1Wlng them 
up by a factor of two and then 
over/aylng the blow-up on the 
original IJ nice plctur. lAIOCIid 
result. 

When' firs' slerted ·pa/ntlng" pictures Into the machine 3 
I qulcl<ly 'eeroed that the pictures were suggesting programs rather 
than the other way around (programs drawing pictures). This Is 
because many of the manipulations and modifications that' wanted 
to malta on 8 picture' htJd "pa/nted" were complex or tedious. 
Hence I wrote many programs 10 assist with eltrecllve modifications 

Any list of Interesting modlflcet/ons to pictures would be 
sleggerlngly large and Incomplete. IJ few thet I have found useful 
are, 

slWlng plJrt of 8 picture for future use, 

chtJnglng one color for another 

me/(/ng reds redder,greens ye/lower ... etc 

scaling end roletlng perts of pictures 

combining previously "palnted- parts of picture 
with the curront ono. 

move (trans/ate) a piece of a picture to another 
position on the screen 

• --, 

i····················································"'i 

! Pic lUres I, 2. 3, 4, and 5 ~ ! were painted by Bob Flegal t 
: . 
: i 
! Pictures 6 and 7 were painted by Fritz Fisher i 
~ i 
!.***************.******.***********.AAAA.AAA.**AA.'A'A~ 

reflecting a picture through a /lne. 
You heve probably thought up some of your own picture modification 
programs by now, 

4 

6 

I wlfl conclude by showing e few pieces of ar' mtJde 
In the manner Just described. thol Is, By "pa/ntlng" on the TV 
screen and using the computer to help make artistically Interesting 
modifIcations 10 them. 

5 

7 
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HAIKU: DO YOU \lANT PRINTED COPY? 
YES 
ONE fIOllENT \lHILE THE TEA DOlLS • 

AND STILL DISTANT DUSK 
DUSK STILL SAIIURAI CHERRY 
TREES SONG GONE BATTLES 

BRIGHT DISTANCE DISTANT 
FROGLINGS \lEIRD THE FAR \lEIRD DISTANT 
FAR SCARECRO\l OLD DISTANT 

SAVAGE FROGLINGS OLD 
GONE NEVER \lEIRD \lATERS DA\lN 
DOliN IIATERS FROZEN 

FROZEN ~ BATTLES ECHO AND 
DUSK CHERRY IIIDNIGHT STILL 
DISTANCE AND IIEIRD FAR .-/ 

\lATERS SONG AND SAil URAl 
AND DOliN AND BRIGHT SONG FAR 
TREES FROSTY SCARECRO\l 

~~-
10 REII -- !lAIKU DY JOHN IIORRIS 

ECH~ 

j HOW TO WRITE POEMS WITH A COMPUTER 

You don't need rhyme. or meter, or even grammar, to write a 
poem. What you need is a fresh way of seeing things, and a new way 
of saying them. 

A program which will write poems can be quite simple. Choose 
some interesting words as your data. (These words came from a book 
of Japanese haiku.) Let the computer put them together at random. 
Then choose the combinations that you like, and call them poems. 

If you are writing haiku, you will have to tell the computer how 
many syllables each word has when you type it in as data. Haiku 
usually have 17 syllables, but there are really no rules. Freshness 
and beauty don't come by following rules. 
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Can ~O\A. cha.,,~e. the HAIKU verSe.- to TANI<A% 

11 REII -- transcribed and slightly chanr,ed for datapoint by C. Yob 
13 DIll Bt[ 10] 
15 "HAIKU: DO YOU \JANT PRINTED COPY??lI 
16 F=O 
17 INPUT B, 
18 IF B$[I]="Y" THEN F=1 
20 DIll 1I$[35,12],S[35] 
30 FOR 1=1 TO 35 
~O READ \1$[1] 
50 NEXT I 
60 FOR 1= 1 TO 35 
70 READ S[I] 
60 NEXT I 
90 DATA "SCARECROU" ," SILENT"," DA\JN", "SAflORAIlI," fROGLINGS" I II DOUN" 
1 00 DA TA II TR EES" , "HOLLOH" , "UELL" , 11 F' A A" , " nISTA NT" , "F' A LLII , 11 DUSK" , II A NO" , "f'ROZ EN" 
110 DATA "NEVER" ,"BATTLES" ,"I3RIGHT" ,"FROSTY" ,"GONE" ,"CHERRY" ,"D RICHT","STILL" 
1 20 DA TA "HEI R Oil , "SA VAGE" , "flI DN IGHT" , "\I A TERS" , " AND" , "THE" , " IN" , "DISTA NC E" , "OL D" 
130 DATA "ECHO", IIS0NG", "GLITTERING" 
1 ~O DATA 2,2, 1,3,2, 1, 1,2, 1, 1 ,2, 1, 1, 1,2,2,2, 1 ,2, 1,2, 1, 1, 1,2,2,2 t 1, 1, 1 t 2 t 1 t 2, 1,3 
1/j5 "ONE IIOIIENT \lHILE THE TEA !lOlLS ••• " 
150 FOR J=1 TO 35 
160 FOR K=10 TO 1 STEP-1 
170 IF \I$[J,K]=" " THEN NEXT K 
16011$[J,K.l]=3 
165 CLICK 
190 NEXT J 
195 "" 
196 "" 
200 N=5;Y=Z=0 
210 Xl=INT(I.35"RND);PRINT \I$[Xl];" "; 
215 IF r=l THEN PRINTf.I~;\I$[Xl];" "i 
220 Z=Z.S[Xl];IF Z<N THEN 210 
230 " ,. 
235 IF F=l THEN PRINTlij;" II 

2/j0 IF N=5 THEN 260 
250 N=5;Z=0;GO 210 
260 IF Y=1 THEN 260 
270 Y=I;N=7;Z=0;GO 210 
260 PRINT 
290 PRINT 
300 IF F=l THEN PRINTn~;" " 
310 IF F=l THEN PRIr~TH!i;" " 
3 20 INPUT Z 
330 GO 200 



The Idea of My Computer Art 

My computer art is not a only fine art. My computer work of art is 
some results of aesthetical studies in which I wish to throw light on 
the logic of human art by using the model of information processing 
of computer. The more we make clear the logic of human art, the 
better the quality of mechanization of art wiJI become. nen, the 
mechanization of art wiJI bring the refined mass-production of art 
and make people's mental life to be rich . I wish to accomplish such 
a integrated idea of theory and praxis in this research of computer 
art. Therefore, my work of computer art is the product of coopera
tion between theory and praxis. 

I think that computer art must not be "computer aided art" which 
is now becoming popular as device which adds the eccentricity to 
human art. It must be the creative activity of computer which 
thinks freely like human being. The grief of computer is not at its 
human-like behavior, but at its not human·like behavior. Therefore, 
computer art aims at human art and wishes to reach to it as near 
as possible. That is, computer ought to imitate human art properly. 
My computer art is only the beginning of scientific studies about art, 
and so the works have not yet such a artistic value as human art has. 
But it is caused not by crudity of digital computer, but by unripe 
reason of aesthetician who thinks about art, I think. In [uture, the 
excellent human-like computer arr will perhaps be produced under 
the further progresses of scientific aesthetics. 

Now, I call it "art simulation" that computer imitates a human 
activity and creates the work of art. Computer must recognize the 
a1gorithm of art in order to simulate human art. Art-algorithm is 
the description of solving method about art problem, that is, how 
to create the so-and-so work of art by computational formula. we 
need to build the mathematical model of artistic activity to describe 
art-algorithm as program. I have built this art-model by means of 
information theory and Markov-process theory. My art-model 
(Kawano system) is as follows: 

the tirst step, Kawano system (K-system) receives some interesting 
works of art as data (data-picture) from his surrounding world 
through his eyes (receiver). The received data pictures, at the second 
step, are analyzed by analysis subsystem in the brain of K-system, 
where the image character can be abstracted after this analysis of 
data. This process is called the appreciation of work of art in traditional 
aesthetics. 

For K-system, the work oi art 15 to be defined as the picture-matrix 
in which a few sorts of color picture-element ( • • fa fB 0 et al), 
are arranged in format n x m (length and breadth). The image analyzed 
in K-system takes the form of transition probability matrix in Markov
process theory, whcih expresses the relative frequency (intensity) of 
combination among some neighboring picture.elemencs as Markov-chain 
in data. 

At the thrid step, this analyzed image is to be composed into some new 
artificial works of art by the generation.subsystem in the same brain 
of K-system, where the Monte Carlo method in Operations Research 
has been used. This method is the way to generate the new pictures as 
the image character of transition probability matrix into n x m format. 
These conceptions of transition probability matrix and picture random 
number are nothing but the model-description of creative freedom of 
artistic activity by means of information theory. 
In such as way, the works designed in the brain of K-system are 
physically performed through hands (transmitter) finally and 
transmitted towards world again. This process is called the creation 
of work of art in traditional aesthetics. 

The above-mentioned is the model about artistic activity of K-system. 
If we can describe these process of art-simulation in computer 
language and give this descriptions to computer as program, the 
computer will look at various data-pictures to catch their image and 
be able to create the new pictures which represent that image 
infinitely. But as the transmitter (output devicC'% line-printer 
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Serigraphs are avallabie from Gilles Gheerbrant 
2130 Crescent, Montreal 107 
phone: 514843-7535 

Hll'oshi ko..Wo.iJ1.0 
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KatsUSMi ka.- ku 
To kyo, JO-pCiI}'l 
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infinitely. But as the transmitter (output device: line-printer) of 9 
computer is not so good painter, all output works of art had better 
to be performed by human hand painting. 
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the films of JOHN WHIINiY 

16mm sound films 

TIt\o MIn.... ....1aI 
Permutations 7 10.00 

Osaka 1-2-3 3 10.00 

Matrix 6 10.QtI 

A" are in color, except Osaka 1-2-3. 
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INFORMATION PROCESSING 11 - NORTH-HOLLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY (l972) 

If Y" .'" '" w",h "" pk,"~ '" ,", ~~." \ 
new pictures a second are displayed and you can see 
changes taking place sometimes very rapidly Ind 
sometimes quite slowly. This rate is determined by 
Ihe~ze of the in"emental steps, or the parametric 
changes, a5 they arc wrillen Into the basit:: eqUlltion. 
Points seem to be seallered around in a circular irea 
randomly at one moment. BUI it cerlain moments 

I 
satile graphic S)'$Icms lie ahead. Nor the prob1lbility 
that future ~entrations of artists will knl)w benel 
how to use these systems. 

I have tried ,hus rar to present 11 different. hope. 
fully an unupec,ed introduction to my ·work in order 
to stress th~t it is not :I film :lrtlike any of the forms I 

I 
I 

I 

of film art that are established and well·known today. 
I L"Ould say that what I am doing is more akin to mu· 
sit Ihan to film art. but thilttoo evokes precon~ption~ 

that I wid! to al·oid . All Ihat my work has in common 
with music is. let us sa)". this patterning of vuious 
periodic phenomena in time. 

Wi,h the compu'er:s an animation tool, however, 
lIS mathema'ical delerminanh have led directly inlO a 
new .... orld of integer nnios and algebrai.: functions
harmonic phenomena which express thenuelves 
graphically. 

I Fir5t of all. since the computer positiolls and 

I 
shapes any graphic ollJecl by )l.y coordinates It be· 
comes the nlOSt natural way 10 position and move 
objects by way of some dynamic numerical functions 
of:c and),. Immediately harmonic fun~lio",i come to 

I 

I 
mind .... ith reganlto moving objects rebtlve to each 
olher. Thinkingo( graphic form, since It all must be 
e:o;pressed in.1'")' ur polar coordinates anyway.lmpeb 
one to .... ard number funellons . 

It is ironic. to say the leHSt.lhal mosl artisl experl. 
mellters ..... ilh computer graphics thus far have sought 
ways to drcuml'ent the impoJsing fa.:1 that all their 
graphic conceptions musl he translated intu number 
functions. After resisting this rather tedious reality 
for some lime myself. I have come 10 welcome the 
mathematical basis of Ctlmpuler graphics because of 
Ihe structural advant~ges I have discovered thereby. I 
h3ve COme to accept Ihc numerical ploblems which 
3fe natur~1 procedure with my computerized tool. 

~ NolY I fmd Ihat this very acceptance has opened thc 

I 
door to a new world of visual design in motion whose 
true essence is digital periodicity. But for some detlils _ 
that are not imporlallt. this is much the same world 
that the composer has known for al least I thouund 
yeJr5. composing audio dC$ign periodicity. 

I The firsl illustration (fig. I) il a series of frames 

I 
from the computer generated film. PERMUTA· 
TlONS .• These frames were selected flOm much 
longer tc<Iuences in the film in order 10 Illultrate 
what might be termed periodic visual harmonics. In 
each frame, 'there are two hundred and eilhty"ne 
points which move about the motion picture field 
at::cording 10 a sel of instructions in I graphic pro.' 
gram .... hich were inpulto thc computer. The ptograrn 
instructions say. In effcct: Starting allhe cenler of I 
tht:: screen. step to Ihe right I computed distance and 
move in an arc around t::ounter clockwise so many 
compuled angular degrees lind place one point. Froin 

I 
I 
I 

thcre, compule a ne .... radius distance outwlJ"d Ind a 
new theu arc around Ind pllce another point. Now 
rtpeat this procedure again Ind again 10 locate a toul 
of 211 pointl. This takes about I second or two com
putation time on the computer to produce only one 
frame- of the molioTl picture. Ea~h frame Is slJ:;htiy 
different b.!CilUSC some of the p&ramelers of the in· 
struction equation are changin& with each new com
puted picture. 

Fig. I . 

& PERMUTATIONS 1 min. This film ii naU.bk flom lhe 
MUilClim of Modem Art. Ne .... YOlk or Pyr.omid r;;tnu, Bo ... 
1048. S:in13 Monk3. ("":alifo.n4.> 90406. IfW\\.',. 

Im';lw /'tzpen ScltnCN (11K/ Hrml(l"it/~f 

A COMPUTER ART FOR THE VIDEO PICTURE WALL 
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they all seem to fall in linc to makc up some ~imple 
rose curve, ~ymmetrical figure; somelime5 it is a three 
lobed figure, or ten or four or two lobed figUre. 

These action scqUCnCH proceedln, rrom order to 
disorder and bad; 10 ordercd ~lIcming. suggest a . 
parallel to harmonic phenomena of Ihe musical scale. , 
In an aesthetiC sense. they ha~ the 5.lme effect; Ihe I 
lensional effects of consonance and dlssonanc~. The 
scauercd pomlS rail mto some ordered symmclTicai 
fiE-ure whcn all the numcnC31 values of the equ3hon 
re~dl some ,"ttl;t::r or whole number sct of r.tlios. The 
effcct is to sublly generalt:: and resolve tension which I 
is simiJ~r 10 the primary emotional power of music I 
composition. Incidentl)'. the link betwun m3,hemal .. 
ics and music h~ving betn rcm~rked, it is parlicularly 
Ihe wh~l.e nU\lIber hamonic ratios wIJi.:h support such 
suppositions. 

[I is unfor'un~le that the slatlc i11I1S1rations 10 this I 
texl do not begin to show what is alre3dy a (Dlher 
subtle and (Teeling experience in the motion picture 
mm. Muskal illustrations to any text on Ihut subjeci 
u5ually presume thai the reader nlay perfol'm Ihc 
illustration if need be. That is. of course, impoSliibte 
h<:re. Yel this is Ihe best and simplest illustration I 
have so f3r. 11,is m~y $u88t::sl ho .... a motion gr~phic 
parallel to the hnmonic phcnomena of music is be· 
ginniDg to lake shape. It is a due 3S to how visual 
furm may be shaped into periodic clements for the 
construction in time and spice of movin& viwal ell" 
ments of nascenttime"riented abSlract art. 

As a ~con~ ilI\,Istralion of periodic visual hat· 
monic structure, a few fralm5 have been selected (in 
the same nftInner a5 fig. J) Crom the film MATRIX.· 

InSlc~d of the simple circular plIlhway ofPERMU· 
rATIONS. nOIY, in MATRIX. the palhway is I more 
complex orbit which folds around and back on. ilself 
and extends in truce dimensional)l .y, l, spll~e. (~~ 
fint (rame of fig. 2.) All action moves a1on& this path 
;md the visual hannon!c principle has become more 
sophislkated. Lines and cubes move around Ihis orbil 
path in the- film, but in tltis example. I will show 
whal happens 10 the duster of squares. Each i'luaTe 
moves independently orits neighbor. The leld sqUITe 
has Ihc fastesl rate. Each foJlowin&liquure is moving 
slightly slower. So the squares spread out alon& their 
orbit. 11le lead squart "laps" the "o .... esl Inoving 
square, like C3r5 on a race track. However, chance is 
not the controlling f~clor. The factor of .... hole num. 
ber filius is at work hel1llU in the p-t"t::viulls ilIustra. 
tion. Harmonic phenomena dictates that sooner or 
latel this appuenl randomneSi will be punctuated by 
ln orderly arrangement of Illest squartsjust IS Inc 

findom Irray of poin" in PERMUTATIONS fill into 
rose curve patterns. (See lau threc CTanles of fiB. 2.) 

, 

So MATRIX 100 is another exercise in vi5Uai har. • 
monic composition. It too, I think, is rather clumsy; I 
as you.would expeCI from beginning exercises of". 
youthful composer's firsl note book. I am nOI Ihat 
young, but I hope you can shll1l with me what prom .. 
ise I ~ in ailihil. 

• MATRIX 6 min. Thls rum is omilablt from lhe Mu",,"m of 
Modem An. N ...... Vork or Py.~mid rilm" Bux 1048. Sonia 
)Ioni<;:;l. Califombo 90406. RCIlt !C 10 

I 



Vicky Meyer 

My idea wants to be thus:' to direct the 
movements and timing in clear relation
ships one to the other. 

I describe both shape and movement, and 
watch the results immediately on a CRT. 
The computer TV displays lines of cold 
glowing phosphers. The modules can be 
turned and moved like sculpture in real 
space. I can even get inside the modules 
if I wished. 

Run on Adage Graphics Terminal, AGT/30 
in the Industrial Engineering Department, 
Stanford University. Programmed in AFORT 
(FORTRAN II) or GRAPHX _ Images com
posed of as many as 5,000 line segments. 

11 

The basic module of the program is a 
rectangular column of adjustable length. 
Turning any direction, combining inde
pendant length these images orbit in space. 
The interacting movements reach exciting 
momentums. But the pace is too slow 
for me still and often random. The value 
of these movements is not the logical 
simplicity of elliptical orbits or more 
complex x, y, z orbits versus visual com
plexity of speed and subliminal motion. 
"My art is not succe~ful, even jf judged 
well by the viewer, unless the intended 
emotion is imparted." Sound is generated 
from the program. 



FORTRAN Coded EXPLOR Language 

Sources of Computer produced Still Pictures 

Harold Cohen, Visual Arts Dept., University of California, 
Alcala Park, San Diego, California 92110 

Terence Campbell, 1973 
"CYBER I/N/2" 

Sources of Computer-produced Art Films 

Charles Csuri, Director, Computer Graphics Research Center, 
1314 Kinnear Rd. , Columbus, Ohio 43210 

Computer Image Corporation, Denver Colorado, 80901 
Dept. of Computer Science. University of California, Chico, Ca., 

95926 
Dept. of Computer Science, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 

Utah 84112 
Dept. of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College 

Park, MD. 21201 

Ken Knowlton, Bell Telephone Labs, Murray Hill, N.J. 07974 

Museum of Modem Art, 53rd St., New York, N.Y. 10019 

Pacific Film Archives, Museum of Art, UC Berkeley, Ca. 94720 

Pyramid Films, Box 1048, Santa Monica, Ca. 90406 

Gilles Gheerbrant Editions. 2130 Crescent, Montreal 107 
Ruth Leavitt, 5315 Dupont Ave., Minneapolis, MN. 55419 

Ron Resch, Computer Dept., University of Utah, Salt Lake City 
Utah,84112 
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Lillian Schwartz, Lilyan Production, Inc., 524 Ridge Rd. 
Watchung, N.J. 07060 

Stan Vanderbeek, Film Makers Coop, 175 Lex.ington Ave., 
NewYork,NY 10019 
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Computer 
Research 

By 
Charles Csurl 

At Ohio State University an 
animation/graphics programming 
language on a mlnl.computef has 
been deyeloped which make" the 
computaraystem natur.' to use and 
one which makes the system more 
powerful In terms of itself. Specific 
computer techniques and algorithms 
are programmatically combined to 
make complex Interactive program. 
that are gene(al enough to be 
applicable to any structur • . 
Structures, in lum, can Include any 
drawing or motion sequence the 
artist creates. 

The artist Is seated in a computer 
nvironment, working with electronic 
~ols to do film animation . The 
Irawlngsaredlsplayed on the face 
)fthe computer's cathode-ray tube

television-lite. screen. When the 
artist instructs the computer to 
induce movement, follow a 
prescribed path , or change from 
one shape to another. the computer 
responds. 

The artist controls the movement 
of hisdrawings through a graphics 
programming language. Hespecilies 
these changes with commands and 
special dev~$. For example. 
with aslnglecommand he can shade 
3-0 objects and then adjust gray 
levels with dials. By simply adjusting 
Ihe computer's switches and dials, 
the artlsl makes the moving drawings 
speed up or slow down or become 
larger or smaller. By pointing with 
a stylus, he positions or erases 
objeCIS on the screen. 

Tosupplementa visual imagewilh 
explanatory words or sentences 
that appear on the screen, he types 
them in through the keyboard 
The computer has stored 4,000 
software characters, signs, and 
symbols as well as a wide variety 
of type faces. He controls their 
movement. size, and onentation 
as if they were pictures. 

Using a special sonic pen, the 
artist can draw In two and three 
dimensions with the results 
displayed on the computer'sscreen, 
He mighldraw a hel icopter on the 
screen, and quickly make it hover 
or move In any d irection, its two 
blades turning at different speeds, 
He can construct a sea turtle and 
have it shaded by the computer 
wh1!c sw!:r::r:!~g through three
dimensional space in real time with 
twenty shaded bird's and twenty 
butterflies flapping their wings, 
movmg about the computer's screen 
-each one with Independent 
movement and speed. When he is 
ready, the Inherent timing processes 
of the computer system will help 
the artist record his efforts on lilm. 

Charles Csuri 
Professor of Art and Director 
Computer Graphics Research Group 
The Ohio State University 

Computerized Steinberg 
Lacy 3-D 



HAROLD COHEN 
You read a good deal these days about the computer being a powerful 
("rA. It is. But there are many different kinds of tools, and to form 
any clear idea of what the com pUler may be capable of doing, you need 
[0 have some understanding of the nature of tools. 

ATOLL for NEW THINKI NG 
We invent tools to give ourselves abilities we wouldn't otherwise hJ.vc. 
You ca.n't drive a nail with your fist, 50 you invent the hammer. You 
can't fly Ii 1-.(' a bird, so you invent the airplane. It isn't true that man 
is the only animal to use I~Ols, by the way: the sea-otler uses a rock 
'hammer' and a roc,," 'anvil' (which il balances on its chest while it swims 
on its bad) for (rading sea shdls. Some birds usc thorns for 'sewing' 
leaH'S together; in fact, many animals arc extremely inventive about 
using the things around them to their advantage, even if they don't 
tll.Hlufacture tools the way we do. 
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Like their tools, most of ours have to do with our physical limitations, 
and overcoming them. But man has a relatively high intellectual develop· 
ment compared to the other animals, and he is - I believe - the only 
one to h,we done anything about inventing tools in connection with 
his m('llfa/limildlions. 

In this sen~e, you should obviously think of the abacus as a tool 

simple and fairly powerful. But the numbers which it helps you 
manipuldlC arc themselves a much more powerful tool. (As J nutler 

of fact, the Arabic numbers with which you arc familiar are more 
powerful than Romdn numbers: try doing long division or ~qudrc rool~ 
with Rom.1Il numerdls!) In the same sort of way, the priming press is 
an enormou~ly powerful tool, and so arc rddio and television; 
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of them are as powerful as language itself, which not only serve our 
minds, bliT actually helps us to understand how our own minds work. 

Whatever other tool-like functions the computer may be given, I believe 
that il is on this level that its greatest power will be felt. It may prove 
to be one of the two or three most powerful tools ever invented. 

All this may seem very odd stuff for an artist to be writing, especially 
since most of Ihe 'art' nude with the computer up to now has consisted 
of fairly simple geometrical patterns which would not have required any 

great mental effort of their human makers in the first place. Personally, 
I have always found geometrical symmetry 10 be mildly interesting from 
a mathematical poim of view, but extremely dull to look at. I find 
pattern-making quite boring, and I don' think art has ever had much 

to do with that kind of activity. What makes art remarkable, I believe, 
is the fact that a mark drawn on a piece of paper, or painted on a wall, 

or scratched on a rock, can take on meal/jng for the people who look at 

it. It can give the strong sense of beingabollf something, even when we 
couldn't'possibly know what it is abo~L - when, for example, it was 
made thousands of years ago for some completely unknown purpose. 

The nature of this 'aboutness' has been the central issue in my work 
as a painter for as long as I can remember, and if I started using the 
computer after d:Jing without one for twenty-five years it was because 
I fell that I needed a new 1001 to help me sort out some of the diffi
cu lties I had found. You see, it has grown to be my conviction that 
'aboutness', as well as a lot of other aspects of 'artisitc' performance, 
actually involves quite normal characteristics of human behavior 
that there is nothing special about the artist's brain. The question is, 
what are those normal behavioral characteristics? 

14 
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For me, then, writing a computer program to make drawings is not a 
matter of telling the machine what I want it to draw, just for the delight 
of seeing it do the drawing. It is a matter of trying to gi~e the machine 
the sort of abilities which I suspect that human artist is exercise, and 
having the machine make decisions about what it is doing in the sort 
of ways I think human artists make decisions. The machine is given 
no vocabulary of forms from which to select; it starts each new drawing 
with a blank sheet of paper, and it generates the forms which it draws 
as it goes along. 

If my ideas are correct, then the machine should make drawings which 
look as though they had been done by hand, IF its behavior actually 

IS enough like human behavior. 

If you would not have guessed, without being told, that the drawings 
reproduced here were made by machine, then that is probably the case
and I suspect that it is. At least as important, from my own point of 
view, is the fact that these drawings are at least as interesting and 
exciting as any I ever made by hand - I can show tllem in exhibitions 
which have nothing 10 do with computing, and I don't have 10 apologize 
for them on the grounds that they were made by machine. What Ihis 
means for the future, it seems to me, is that we might expect to see 
some quite stunning art made by computer, just as soon as artists 
realize what killd of tool the computer is. We don't have to use it 
just to crack sea shells! 
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COlli p/I fer Program alld Draw ing 

The illustrations which you see here represent work which resulted from the self - imposed 

constraints of making art by making use of a flal sheet of paper as the only technique and 

of folding as the only technique. 

~ 

~.k,~ 

~---~ ;r C?...-n fa-~ 
~~ 

~~ 
~.~~U 
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ROil Resch: "Synthetic Image: The 
image is projected on a square array 
of dots. Color is achieved by first 
achieving a grey scale. First we 
develop an algorithm for visibil-
ity and then for shading. The 
shading rule here is that as the 
facet moves around to be normal 
to the line of site combined with 
the renection of the light source, 
it looks as if that model is shaded 
with shadows but it turns out that 
it isn't. It is only shaded with that 
nIle. Each point has a red, green. 
and blue component. The way we 
produce color is to produce three 
images and display them sequentially 
on a cathode ray tube and, as they 
are being recorded onto full color 
negative stock, we insert first , a 
red filter for the red component, 
then a green filter for the green 
component and, finally the blue 
[iJter for the blue component. 
It might be 10% red and 30% 
blue. This is how we have three 
color separation." 

Fo lded Paper Bird 

Computer Sculpture 
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. , ,., ~ Remarks all computer poetry by Jim Runner. The progrom referred I'Q) I'Q) 

10 ;s a little more sophisticoted . and IIses a larger I'ocabulory . 1"011 IlD ~ 
the SNOBOL IV program published ill lhis issue. ~ cb 

I 
Flapping to spring the winter 
a compJetionlike wind 
drifts with candles Jwmming. 

2 
With /lew smells o[midlliglir the 

laughter ill the bread, 
sprinkles curiOlls. 
but naughty jn lear gas 
the mysterious natioll. 

3 
Winter. 
10 unwind, 
in terror-stricken blood 
bargain/ike ond thawing a damnation of panic, 
raps short olld dizzy nmning 
while violets fall within splendid posten 

Ivory brooks. 
to sniff. 

4 

ill wild plastic inl0 the 
blood along hoir,f thOI were 

skating fa~'orite. 
when (JuI/ces Ofe dusty blots 
a sOImd organ. 

dines on the claw wilil;" 
splendid branches. 
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NO PREJUDICE 
Leonard Meyers 

A short note on using computers to generate "poems." These 
works arc probably called "poems" becausc the creator has 
usually tried to incorporate into the computer poelry program 
some relatively obvious quality of traditional poetry (rhythm, 
meter. rhyme, number of syllables. number of sentences in a 
stanza, etc.) Most "poets" Ij!<e to generate sentences that are 
syntactically correct, but it is more difficult to generate 
sentences that are semantically correct. and horrendously 
difficult to generate a group of sentences that together 
represent a concept not represented by any of the sentences 
taken separately. 

~~ 
C.J C.X.X.X·X·X·X.X.X.X.X.X.X·X·X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.J 
3 Computer poetry stands at the line between the traditional, and 8 
~ the formless unknown. The computer poet utilizes the capabilities of " 
?5 the machine as a way of ensnaring scraps of insight from the universe ~ 
~ of all that which has never been seen. A printout of computer poems X • • X may be compared to a dense woods in which the sharpeyed observer ~ 
.., may be able to catch momentary glimpses of escaping creatures dwel- ~ 
3 ling among the words placed there by the machine. A computer, being ~ 
3 one of man's tools, does not have a mind of its own, and itself cannot 8 
3 judge good poetry. It can produce its work only within the limits pro- 8 
~ vided by the efforts of the programmer, and it is this artistic "indifference" 8 
>S which is itself the advantage of the machine in producing poetry. With- " 
~ in the range of variation defined by the program (vocabulary length, 2< • • >S treatment of grammar, etc.), the form of any poem produced by the ?< 
~ machine may be considered to be an accident. A creative work must ~ 
.., be one which is new, and one which takes its place as an unpredictible ~ 
3 event in the environment. However, in addition to being an experience 8 
3 of the new, a creative work must also be appropriate to actually solving 8 
~ the problem originally tackled, or to in fact providing a real perception " 
>< or coherent image. Thus, the computer can be quite useful in providing ~ 
~ the opportunity for exploring new poetic styles and images, but it is up >< 
.., to the human element to spot them and make a judgement about their ~ 
n • 
.., worth. CJ 
n ~ 
~ The computer poetry given here uses the entire word listing of a ~ 
.., children's dictionary, giving a vocabulary of about 3,000 words. The ~ 
3 words have been separated into simple categories of nouns, adjectives, 8 
3 and verbs - transitive or intransitive. The sentences themselves have 8 
~ been built by adding together different phrase "structures" which are 8 
>={ stored in the computer program. There are seventy-five such alternate t;'I 
~ phrase structures, divided equally among noun, adjective, and verb. >;< 
X The computer randomly selects a noun phrase to be the subject of the >< 
~ sentence, and either an intransitive verb phrase or a transitive verb ~ 
~ phrase followed by a noun phrase to form the predicate. About one ~ 
~ half of the time the computer will also select one of the adjective 8 
~ phrase structures to be used with a noun phrase. The words requried 8 
>< by the phrase structures are then filled in at random by the computer, t;' 
~ using words from the vocabulary listing. For example, the noun phrase ~ 
~ structure "The (adjectiveXllOlm)" followed by the verb phrase ~ 
3 "(intrallsitive I'erb) in the (adjecrh'e) (lloun)", could result in the ~ 
~ sentence "The brown leaf floats in the deep pool". when all of the ~ 
U word requests have been filled. Finally, the string of words is divided 8 

randomly by the computer into individual lines to be printed out as r., 
u 

a poem. 8 
C.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X.X·X·X·X·X·X·X·X.X.J 

Some people are distrubed by bizarre juxtapositions of words 
and pllrases and would like computer programs to eliminate 
their occurrance. What I want to say about these occurrences 
is this ... they probably. have the effect of bringing into 
consciousness images that might otherwise remain inaccessable. 
These deviant juxtapositions of words are somewhat like non
representational visual images. An example of the evocative 
power of the latter would be Rorschach ink blots. We know 
from experimental psychology that removing oneself from our 
familiar. context laden environment is a powerful stimulus to 
invention and imagination. Elements or randomness lTlay also 
be seen as a virtue. We have an internal censor who prevents 
certain interesting collocations; the computer is not subject to 
any human behavioral prejudices. 
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,Jim Runner's remarks on his SNOBOL IV poetry program printed below: 

The vocabulary has been kept to a short 85 words; it may be enlarged or changed by an appropriate 
adjustment of the number within the parentheses in statement (7), and the numbers in the respective 
subprograms in statements (53) through (56.) The prewritten phrase frames are the "PX" statements, 
and more may be added or changed by anyone fooling aroond with this program. The number in the 
parentheses in statement (20) refers to the number of frames, so if more are added on it is only nec· 
essary to change this figure and to maintain the same" PX" labelling procedure. 

I f.DU·~P = ? 
2 nFFYp\!I:(INnU"lC)') ; DI:FJNFC'VFQB()" 
4 DFF !N~" PPH~ () ') ; OEF INF ('RANf)llI') 
6 11 E F J N [ ( I II OJ E C T t V F I ) I , 

7 NN = 4 0Q 4V18S) 
S RR = RRFAKC' II ; NO = I 

In TnTAt = 50 ; N = 1 
12 FJll NN<N> = TOTV(l~PUTI 
13 "'1 = lTp·.j.851 N + 1 : <; (C!ll) 
14 STI\QT 'J( = ., ; v = .. 
16 
18 
2n '1 
11 oXI 
22 0 Xl 

• 
2't 0 X3 

25 eX4 
26 ..) X'i 

• 
77 ()X6 
28 PX1 
29 ex 8 
30 OX9 
31 eXIO 
32 A 
33 
34 
'\6 
39 
40 
41 b., 
42 
4' 
44 
45 A.., 
46 
47 
48 
49 
51 
52 

\j nll'l 

S TnIH.GF = ,. 
ltr..!1: = " 

; L1MfT 

; L T 'I = 
NI')U N ( ) 

= 
I 

XP = ~AND(IOI 
CHntC~ = 'THF 
CHfllCI: = 'Tt-l~ I NN<"~D(25J> 
vFQR ( I I PPHQ I I ' 
(H'1!C~ -= 'THE ' "IN(Q."r..!Q(2S)) 
'ltl(l:' "lt1\H.jI) , 

I 

• 

rHnlrF -= 'LIKI: THI: I W'U~(I ' 

• 

CH~!CC = ITHF I N~(DA~O(251> I"S II 

NnU~ (I • 
t:"Hntf.t= = VI:~A() I , 

(H'Hr~ = V~OB') PPHO() 
r:~/!'rrc = V':Q.R() , lI~n I VFOfH) 
rH'JTrr = 'I"\cCO',ICC; I 

rHlyr c -= '!<; , PPHRII 
<;T'1R4GI: = <;TnRAr.E r:HfltCF 

:(S(tnx' XPII 
, (A I 

; (lI ) 

, (" 
: ( fI ) 

, I A I 
, I , I 
: ( a ) 

; ( • I 
: (to J 

: (" I 

LY",T = tTell'ltT,,) LT'·'T .. 1 :0:;'''.1) 
'H~ = oflfl.lf)131 .. ~x =- '.'1..., .. !:' .... ~!/'H3) - 1 
nOToUT = •• ; OUTPUT = " ; I'1U1PUT = " 
~UTPUT = • I ~O 

"UTPIJT = I I 

<;Tno AGe: FIe. • \.1'1 0 [) L t:"'Illl c~ -,I • S T'"'C' 'lr.c: 

I ! ~c: = l' .... 'c: ' ',.r'F '" 
!l~NT(~Tn~~Gc,'1 I 
L!" = LTIL".04,"'&'X, LT" 
f")UTPIJT = f 

1'~lr-=" 

• 1 

l'" = I)JF-FrO ( ST1 P Ar.I=, " 
"lr"l = I T(f.t",TOT,o"l) \In + 1 

.. 
X=I' :Y=" 

1 ! "J:-

X = r'" ,') (o "'''') (3 1,2' ... OJ Fr T I V.F- I 
Y = Fr)IP"'~I~(71 .3) ~'DflQ( I 

• 

: q ,"1 I 
:C;(A21 

: (" I .. , ) 
:<;("T~QT),,"(C"' " 1 

53 "'lnUIIJ = X "1~(OA'\jOPSI> Y ; 1 r"C;fJr.;fI,:) 

54 6DJI:(T!V'" ~n . JI::rTVI: = r>j'H~2~ + 0/'."1"1251> :p~rTlll)~l) 
55 yFOA yl:DP .:. NIII(,)1"'J .. P:\":I)I?SI> (:)CTIJQ~II 

56 OPHQ PPHO -= ".1'1( 75 + RA"1rI1101> rH~ 
• "J"Ij\j{j 1::(C:"lJOf\I) 

57 0ft~D ~ = p ~ 10~1 • )'51 
')13 
~9 

ii OTi\Mi51 = 
n/l."!,) :. «(0 « ZI '1 11101'))+1 (::>:;TI)C'N) 

.... 0 C'!t) 

<1" 
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Jim Runner 

The ei!tlty five element array NN used in the adjoining 
program stores 25 nouns (elements NN (1) through 
NN (25) I, 25 adjectives (elements NN <26) through 
NN <50) I, 25 verbs (elements NN <51) through 
NN (75) I, and 10 prepositional phrases (elements 
NN (76) through NN (85) I. Some of the values 
are given below. 

NN<1> 
NN,2> 
NN (3) 
NN (4) 

NN (26) 
NN (27} 
NN (28) 
NN (29) 
NN (30) 

NN (51) 
NN (52) 
NN (53) 
NN (54) 
NN (55) 

NN (76) 
NN (/7) 
NN (78) 
NN (79) 

NN (85) 

= 'FERN' 
.. 'TREE' 

'LAKE' 
m 'PEBBLE' 

'SOFT' 
'"' 'HARSH' 
= 'UNDISCOVERED' 
.. 'RAMBLING' 
=' 'UNCERTAIN 

'SINGS' 
=' 'POUNDS' 

'REFORMS' 
'" 'UNCOVERS' 

'BOILS' 

:: 'OFF OF' 
.. 'INTO' 
'" 'WITH' 
'" 'DOWN ON' 

.. 'I)NDERNEATH' 

f 

& 

~. 
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Burnham, Jack BEYOND MODERN SCULPTURE 
New York, Bruiller 1968, Chapter on Cybernetics discusses changing 
form of sculpture. 

Benthall, Jonathan, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN ART TODAY 
Chapter: The Computer. or information processing Technology. pp. 41. 
The social and economic implications of the comnule. Ihl" rnnlrihulinn 
of artists Fallacy is regarding the artist as a specialist with predefined 

professional needs. Seek by Nicholas Negroponte and Senster by Edward 
Ihnotowicz are steos toward new art forms. 

Csuri, Charles (Director) REAL TIME ANIMATION 
Annual Report to the National Science Foundation Office of Computing 
Activities. Grant No. GJ-204. Jan. I, 1972 to lan. I, 1973. Copies may 
be obtained from Charles Csuri, Director Computer Graphics Research 
Center, 1314 Kinnear Rd., Columbus, Ohio, 43210. 

PAGE 
BuUetin of the Computer Arts Society, Alan Sutcliffe, tCl. Brandon 
House Bracknell, Berkshire, Great Britain, CASUS. Kurt F. Lauckner, 
Math Dept. Eastern Michigan University Ypsilanti. Mich. 48197. 
$3.00 fee/year on the outer edge of whats going on - pay $3.00. 

REICHARDT, JASlA, THE COMPUTER IN ART 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., NY., NY 1971. Good Beginning. 

CYBERNETICS, ART AND IDEAS 
N.Y. Graphic Society, Ltd., Greenwich, Conn, 1971. 18 essays dealing 
with creative experimentation with the computer. $13.50 Over view, 
essays and articles cover material which has appeared in German and 
English language periodicals. Must for interested people. 

CYBERNETIC SERENDIPITY: THE COMPUTER AND THE ARTS 
Studio International, 115 W. 15th St., N.Y., N.Y., 10011, 1969. 
C~talog of computer an exhibit. Excellent. 

Vanderbeek, Stan. ART IN AMERICA 
Jan. Feb. 1970. 86-91. New Talent: The Computer. 

Whitney, John, AMERICAN CINEMETRY 
Matrix I and Matrix 4. Animation Mechanism computer animated fUm, 
Pyramid Films, Los Angeles, California. Museum of Modern Art, N.Y., 
N.Y. Whitney's films over last 30 years visualize the movement of 
particles and theory of fluid dynamics, like "dust in sunlight" or "fog 
in a spotlight". 

filM CULTURE 
No. 53·55, 58·9 73·30 Spring 72. John Whitney Interview conducted 
by Richard Brick. Excerpts of talk given at Cal. I of Tech. 3{21/68. 

Youngblood, Gene EXPANDED CLNEMA 
E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc. 201 Park Ave. South. NY., NY 10003, $9.95, 
P.B. $4.95. Today, our environment is created more by T.V. & Cinema 
~han by !'Iature. Artist~ in computer nIm like the John Whitney Fari;Uv. 
m experimental T.V.ltke Stan Vanderbeek and Nam June Paik and in 
videographic cinema and intennedia theater are creatingnew langua~s 
to express our inarticulate consciousnesses; from these new languages 
may come a new world. Reports of interviews with these and other 
filmmakers and artists and descriptions of their work try to define the 
aesthetic they are thought to be working towards. "Computer Film" 
p.207-256. 

FILMS by LILLIAN SCHWARTZ and KEN KNOWLTON 

1970 ... pixillation (4 min) 1971...oIympiad(3min) U.F.O. (3min) 
1972 ... enigma (4min) googolplex (S~ min) apotheosis (4!.1:) 

affmities (4~) 1974 ... metamorphosis (8%) mirage (5min) 
fuillalion and U.F.O. 'S are distributed by Martin Duffy, 
AT&T, 195 Broadway,N.Y. others from Lillian Schwartz. 

16mm with optical sound.Color except googolplex 
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SHARON BOYSEL 
Art Major Student OeAnu College, Cupertino, Ca. 95014 

TERENCE M. CAMPBELL 
2582 N. Stowell Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. 5321 I 
Design Instruction, University of Wisconsin 

.. 
Graphics, Research Center, 1314 Kinnear Rd., 

CoIwnbus, Ohio 43210 

HAROLD COHEN 
Professor, Visual Arts Department, U.C. San [);ego, Visiting Sc:holar, 
Computer Sc:ience Dept, Stanford University. Centerfold "Drawing 
1974" edition 625, printed by Silk Screen Photo Stencil Process. The 
white paper plotter drawing was contact printed by sun exposure of 
one minute using tnano Poly Blue 2 prue:nsitized photo geletin film. 

BOB FLEGAL 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, 3180 Porter Drive., PaIo Alto, Ca. 94303 

KENNETH HANS 
Photography Major, Student DeAnza College, Cupertino, Ca. 95014 
P.O. Box 2006, Stanford, Ca. 94305 

HIROSHI KAWANO 
3-16-1·15. Aoto; Katsushika-ku; Tokyo, Japan 

1'1"0'1'1. KAWANO 

KENNElH C. KNOWLTON 
BeU Laboratories. 600 M 

K~nn~'~ C I<NOWllON 

Rum LEA VIIT 

M Hill. New J. 07974 

Computer Graphic Artist, S315 Dupont Street, Minneapolis, MN 55419 

DAVID lINK 
Computing Center, North Carolina State University, Box 5445, Raleigh, 
North Carolina 27607 

LEONARD MEYERS 
Guest Editor and Centerfold Circle Graphic. San Francisco State College, 
San Francisco, Ca., 94132. Centerfold "Poem Circle" edition of 450 was 
printed by Silk Screen Process. The plotter graphic line was drawn three 
times over itself using a wide Cal Comp plotter pen to achieve a dense 
black line. The contact print sun exposure of 90 seconds was made using 
tnano Poly Blue 2 presensitized film. 

VICKY I. MEYER 
Artist, 228 Kipling, Palo Alto, Ca. 94306. Videotaped Compuler 
Animated Sculpture 

MANfRED MOHR 
Galerie 

JOHN MORRIS 
Patlem Analysis and Recognition Corp. 128 E. Domenick SI., 
Rome, New Yor, 13440 

GREG MUSHIAL 
Data Processing Major, DeAnza College, Cupertino, Ca. 95014. Implement 
Nash·WilIiams Design Overprint Programs and EXPlOR on IBM 370 

LILLIAN MARY QUIRKE 
Art Instructor, Fine Arts Division, DeAnza College, Cupertino, Ca. 95014. 
Supervised Screen Printing Qass and Computer Artists in producing the 
1,175 centerfolds. Guest Editor of this issue PCC. 

RON RESCH 
Department of Computer Sciences, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 
Utah 84112 

OOUG RICHARDSON 
4030 The Scarp Castlecrag N. SW, New South Wales Australia 2068 

JIM RUNNER 
Department of Design, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, III. 62901 

PAM SCARVIE 
P.O. Box 310, Menlo Park, Ca. 94025. Artist, Environments and 
Guest Editor, Art Issue PCC. I'm working on computerized environments. 
are any of you? 

LILLIAN SCHWARTZ 
Black Box. Artist in Residence. Bell Labs. Lilyan Productions, Inc., 
524 Ridge Road, Watchung, New Jersey 07060 

ALAN SUTCLIFFE 
4 Binfield Rd., Wokinsham, Berks. England 

DANIEL D. V AN ARSDALE 
5361 Perkins Rd., No. S, Oxnard, Ca. 93030 

JOHN WHITNEY 
600 Erskine Drive, Pacific Palisades, Cn. 90272 

GREGORYYOB 
P.O. Box 310, Menlo Park, Ca. 94025. Cover Design. 
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The ComjJuter & the I#over 

Regrettably. the flame and company of the Japanese artist 
thaI produces this compuler generated weal'ing, was los/ in 
the shuffle. 

24 

A French weaver by the name of Joseph Jacquard invented 
a very sophisticated type of loom that first arrived in America 
about 1820 and was operated by hand with the flying shuttle. 
The Jacquard attachment could he added to looms already 
in use for Double Weave coverlets, and thus the mechanization 
of weaving had begun. Jacquard's invention consisted of a 
series of cards with large and small punched holes that acti. 
vated the harnesses of the loom (as many as 40 at a time) and 
made the pattern. Weavers became very proficient and could 
"punch" their cards so as to satisfy the design whims of their 
customers. 

Some information about the use of a computer to generate 
designs will be found in the HANDWEAVER and CRAFTSMAN 
magazine. LOURlE, JANICE R., Winter, 1966, "The Textile 
Designer of the Future" and VELDERMAN, PATRICK, Fall, 
1971, "Computer Generated Overshot Pattern." 

WEAVING 8'1' THE CARD 
In 1728 ~ Freneh engln~cr mvcme(i Ih,s au. 
lommic loom AI> Ill>dlcss chaon of punchod 
cards was se! !o rOIRI~ pasl Iha needles of 
Ihll loom As Iha carns movll(i by onlV Ihll nlle 
dle~ which malched hollis w~re abl~ 10 Plln
el'lIto. and Ihll" Ihrend. delermined Ihe patlern 
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Doug Richardson, Australia J 973 
Photo CRT Plots inspired by Sea Anenome 

...... • 61 • • 

GregMushial,1974 
Random Data Deck, GJM ART4. language 
on IBM 370 
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Gimm0 00m0thin9 
to Feel 

Principles af Interactive 
Campater Graphics 

&fore reading POICGt 

'", 

fPri/lciples o/lmerac(il'1! Computer Graphics After reading POteGt 

Gimme Something to Feel 
by Jane Wood 

from: Peflguin Books Inc. 
Baltimore. Maryland 

price: $2.95 

-
~ 

~ 

A lovely collection of whimsy which is full of deliciously outrageous 
things to do that make you feel good, is a recent Penguin original 
called" Gimme Something to Feel" by Jane Wood. 

" ... On a hot day put the book you are reading in the refrigerator. 
After om! hOUT take it out (Illd read it or just let it reSI on your lap 
so people will think you are reading Some books hold Ihe cold 
better tholl others. .. " 

..... Pay for the car behind you at the freeway toll booth . ... 

" ... Cut out tile ends ofa pair a/socks and glue fltr in fhe bOltoms 
of your shoes. .... 

These are exterior constructs to stimulate interior "glow." 
They are seeds inside you which continue to expand and expand. 
They help you to change perspective and find new ways of seeing. 

11'5 a how· Ia-feel- it book. When feeling is freed up then action 
can be spontaneous so feeling moves action moves feeling moves 
attion until there is ecstatic existence and also peace. 

According 10 Jane, when we wake up and act by choice 
we can feel. .. When you wake up, you call feeL 

You call make challging light 
You call zoom ;n and zoom out 
YOIi cease to become what HAPPENS 
and begin to become what you DO. 
What you do is your dallce.. 

When you wake up and feel, 
you call dance with grace .. .... 

Principles of Interactive Computer Graphics 
by William M. Newman and Rovert F. Sproul 

from:McGraw-HiII Book Company 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10020 

price: 515.95 
1973; 607 pages 

Here it is ... the first book that tens you most of what 
you need to know to get started in computer grpahics. 
Before you dig into this book, though, you need to 
know something about trigonometry, coordinate 
geometry and matrix algebra plus a modest under· 
standing of hoth high·level and assembly language 
programming. 

The book consists of 5 parts plus a giant bibliography 
(319 references) and a bunch of appendices. 

PART ONE, DISPLAY DEVICES 

Hardware for displaying computer graphics ... how 
to display points and vectors on a CRT ... an 
instruction set for programming simple pictures. 

PART TWO: DISPLAY FILES 

Ways to generate codes 10 make pictures ..• match 
for making 2-dimensionaltransfonnations on pictures ... 
translation, rotat ion, shrinking, expanding, distorting 
images. 

PART THREE: INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS 

Devices for pointing at, positioning, adding, deleting 
images on the CRT ... the light pen, the joystick, the 
mouse ... tablets fo r entering graphical stuff. ... 

PART FOUR: THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS AND PERSPECTIVE 

Displaying 3D images on a 20 screen ... perspective ... 
mathematical transformations ... hidden line and 
hidden surface problems ... shading. 

PART FIVE: GRAPHICS SYSTEMS 

Languages for doing computer graphics ... fealUres of 
languages, design of languages, need for high·level 
graphics languages ... survey of hlgh·levellanguages 
for computer graphics· ALGOL 60, PLI, FORTRAN, 
DIAL. SA IL, LEAP, EULER and others ... components 
of a complete graphics system. 

P\us appendices on things like vectors and matrices, 
homogeneous coordinate techniques, instructions for 
a small computer, the SAIL language, hidden line 
algorithms and chOOSing a display system. 
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110 PRINT "CENTER X~Y (1 500) I';INPIJT Yl;Yl 
1 20 PRINT "DENSITY (TO 100) ";ItIPUT D 
130 GOS un 2000 
140 GO 2 0 
10 0 0 REII PLOT ROUTIN E 
10 10 t[1];15 
1020 $ [ 2 ];X/ 2 56;~[ 3 ];X 
1 030 $ [4];Y/256; ~ [ 5] ;Y 
104 0 PRI NT#4; S ; 
1050 RET UR:l 
2000 f OR J= 1 70 Sft ~, * D I 1 C14 
20 10 X ; X 1-S/2+S * R~D 
2020 Y=Yl-S12+S * RND 
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2100 !lSX7 J 
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10 Z= P'~JD . 5 
15 IF :> . 5 THEN PRI NT#II;ll __ I'; 
1 6 IF Z>.5 THEl! GO 10 
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